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Introduction

Beginning in July 2019, the Flagstaff Trails Initiative (FTI) convened an extended dialogue with a diverse group
of stakeholder representatives about the future of the Mount Elden Dry Lake Hills (MEDL), on the Coconino
National Forest. This process was facilitated by Southwest Decision Resources.
Members of the Working Group (WG) were selected by FTI and Southwest Decision Resources (SDR) to
represent interests related to management of the MEDL landscape and included representation from hiking,
equestrian, and biking groups, trail construction and advocacy groups, engaged private citizens, and
conservation organizations. In addition, the USFWS, Forest Service, and other lands owners such as the City of
Flagstaff and Coconino County have been participating as observers/technical advisors to the WG.
The USDA Forest Service has been tasked with the development of a Proposed Action, and other
environmental documentation, for consideration within the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).
FTI’s collaborative Working Group is an effort to contribute to this planning process by ensuring that
comprehensive perspectives have an opportunity to review and provide input to the planning effort.
With support from the Forest Service and Technical Agencies (USFWS, City of Flagstaff, Coconino County) – FTI
and SDR believed that a collaborative, citizens-based dialogue could provide important input and
recommendations that would inform the development of the Proposed Action. However, it is important to
note that FTI’s Working Group has no actual decision-making authority, nor does it have a formal advisory role
to the Forest Service. The overall goal of the formation of the WG was to convene a diverse group of
individuals to seek informed, creative, solution-oriented recommendations for consideration by the Forest
Service as it makes decisions related to the MEDL.
Working in cooperation with Southwest Decision Resources (SDR), FTI planned and facilitated discussions over
a 10-month period, from August 2019, to May 2020. The process included 9 formal Working Group sessions
(including a field visit to the project area). Working Group participants drew from the recently completed FTI
Regional Strategy (click HERE), reviewed all relevant documents, drew on input from the Forest Service and
other resources/technical, scientific publications, and from their respective constituencies, and engaged in
frank conversations to arrive at their recommendations.
This report summarizes the activities, deliberations, and outcomes of this collaborative process.
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Development of the Working Group

FTI and SDR held several initial meetings with the Forest Service and Technical Agencies in developing plans
and protocols for the Working Group, ensuring that this independent process would be consistent with, and
complementary to the Forest Service’s broader objectives of developing a Proposed Action. These draft
protocols were subsequently reviewed, edited, and approved by Working Group members during an initial
organizing meeting in August 2019. The text of the Collaborative Guidance and Protocols is provided in
Appendix 1.
As outlined in the protocols, Working Group participants agreed on the following goals for the collaborative
process:
• Provide input into the development of the proposed action (to be analyzed under the National
Environmental Policy Act [NEPA] for the MEDL landscape project.
• Provide a platform for learning, analysis, and discussion that strives for solution-oriented
contributions to the MEDL planning process.
• Encourage collaboration (but not necessarily consensus) in development of contributions to the MEDL
planning process
FTI/SDR invited the USDA Forest Service and Technical Agencies to participate as observers and resource
persons during Working Group deliberations. Forest Service and Technical Agency representatives attended
WG meetings and offered periodic technical and policy information for WG consideration. However, the
findings and recommendations outlined below are solely the result of WG member discussions, and they were
drafted, reviewed and approved by Working Group members.

Assessment and Selection of Working Group Participants

Between December 2018 and April 2019, SDR conducted 21 interviews with stakeholders and resource
persons familiar with the MEDL landscape and/or management of recreation in a similar complex
environment. The interviews were designed to achieve two important initial goals: 1) Obtain a broader and
more comprehensive understanding of issues related to Mount Elden Dry Lakes, and 2) Determine appropriate
candidates for participation in the Working Group.
The interviews highlighted stakeholders’ perspectives on recreation and resource management issues within
MEDL, and provided a foundation of key themes and major insights that helped frame subsequent discussions
with the Working Group. A full summary of the assessment results is provided in Appendix 2; and comments
are organized in the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

History of involvement in MEDL
Areas of agreement
Issues and challenges – Key themes
Information needed
Views of successful management
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Working Group Process

As noted above, Working Group members were selected by FTI/SDR following interviews with a wide
spectrum of stakeholder representatives. The selection of participants on the following criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Represents an important stakeholder group or interest
Demonstrates knowledge about the MEDL landscape or similar landscapes in N. AZ
Understands potential outcomes of the collaborative process
Contributes a valuable perspective
Demonstrates commitment to constructive collaboration and exchange
Thinks creatively about the issues and potential solutions
Contributes useful information to the process
Accessible via email and has good access to the internet
Available and willing to commit time to the effort
Fills an important role within the Working Group

A list of designated Working Group members is included as Appendix 3. As noted above, the process was not
designed to achieve consensus, but to provide the broadest possible input and consideration to the Forest
Service and Technical Agencies.

MEDL Landscape –Background and History

The Mt. Elden / Dry Lake Hills (MEDL) area (see Figure 1.) is located directly north of Flagstaff, Arizona, which
has a population of 65,870 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010). The Mt. Elden/Dry lake Hills region is one of the most
popular and heavily used areas for recreational purposes on the Coconino National Forest, largely because of
its proximity to Flagstaff and the appealing forest topography and vegetation. The area provides thousands of
forest visitors opportunities to enjoy the great outdoors, whether they are hiking, mountain biking, riding
equines, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing or rock climbing. Adjacent property owners walk this area daily
and the project area abuts the City of Flagstaff’s ‘Buffalo Park,’ which serves as a primary portal into the forest
from Flagstaff.
The MEDL trail system was dedicated in 1987. Within the project area there are six trailheads providing access
to 14 designated FS trails, including portions of the Arizona National Scenic Trail, Flagstaff Loop Trail, and the
historic Beale Wagon Trail. The Little Elden Spring Horse Camp is located adjacent to FR 556 and provides
access to the trail system for equestrians staying at the campground. There are numerous organized
recreation events, some of which have been annually issued special-use permits for over a decade. To ensure
the sustainability and compatibility of special-use permit events in this area, it would be helpful for this project
to identify trails suitable for such activities, including but not limited to mountain bike races and trail running
races.
The Mt. Elden Environmental Study Area (ESA) was established in the mid-seventies. The ESA is a 400-acre
parcel of land established as a study site and a bird sanctuary for the purposes of environmental education.
As part of the ESA, there are four designated trails that provide interpretive opportunities for students and the
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general public. In addition, Elden Pueblo Interpretive Site, which is located off Highway 89, was established to
provide opportunities for people to learn about and become involved in the science of archaeology.
Figure 1. MEDL project footprint

Recommendations Road Map

Over the course of 10 months, the MEDL working group met approximately monthly to ground themselves in
the landscape, move toward a collective vision, and develop constructive and substantive recommendations.
Topics/methods that informed the recommendations, and were key to the process, included:
Field trips
Learning from natural and cultural resource professionals
Learning about concurrent efforts/projects/issues on the landscape such as Flagstaff Trails Initiative
(FTI) Flagstaff Watershed Protection Project (FWPP) and the Museum Fire
Listening and sharing knowledge
Frequent meetings with good communication between meetings
Iterative working maps showing progress in a spatial format
FTI (with support from SDR) convened 9 formal Working Group meetings over 10 months of deliberations,
from (Table 1).
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Table 1. List of Working Group meetings, dates and topics covered
Meeting
#1

Meeting Date
August 19, 2019

#2
#3

September 24, 2019
October 30, 2019

#4

December 4, 2019

#5

January 16, 2020

#6

February 19, 2020

#7

March 25 and April
2, 2020
April 22, 2020
May 2020

#8
#9

General topics/meeting focus
Getting started, getting to know one another, approving working
agreements/protocols, communication tools for the effort
Field tour – grounding in the landscape, anticipating key issues and opportunities
Scope of the effort, overlapping processes and concurrent landscape projects, review
of 2013 Proposed Action as review, initial mapping of the area.
Understanding natural and cultural resources on the landscape. Working Group
visioning and desired conditions for MEDL, Individual thoughts for the landscape,
translating to first draft of trails recommendations
Trail enthusiast/expert panel, learning and discussing desired recreational
experiences, Working Group work session – continued mapping of ideas and issues
for consideration – Round 1
Working Group work session – Revised mapping ideas and issues for consideration –
Round 2.
Draft recommendations review and discussion with the Forest Service (via zoom)
Comments from Forest Service and Working Group revisions
Final recommendations to the Forest Service

Working Group Recommendations

The following sections present Working Group recommendations and findings on a) Desired Conditions b)
Resource Guidance (wildlife and archaeology), c) Addressing Unsustainable Trails (system and non-system) e)
Facilities and infrastructure, f) Site Specific Trail Recommendations, g) Education and Outreach, h) Law
Enforcement, i) and Partnerships.
Recommendations are presented as collective input, not consensus agreement, for consideration by the
Forest Service.

Desired Conditions for MEDL landscape

Early in the deliberative process, the Working Group was guided through a process of developing desired
conditions for the landscape. In addition, natural resource professionals (wildlife and archaeology) were
invited in to identify key resources areas and give guidance for the Working Group. Below is overarching
guidance that grounded/informed the Working Group during their recommendation process:
•
•
•

A diversity of trails across the planning area – different kinds of trail experiences/spectrums (family
oriented, challenging and risk taking, elevation gain and loss, view-points and solitude, loops)
All trails non-motorized and multi-use; everyone is allowed to use the trail, not exclusionary.
o Some consideration for limited user-intended/designed trails (steep, sandy/equestrian, swoopy,
etc.) in order to gain a specific experience.
A trail network where users want to stay on system trails and less on non-system/unauthorized trails.
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•
•

•
•
•

•

o Adequate signage
o Educational messages
o Sustainable trails
Maintain areas of quiet/solitude; trails that can foster activities such as wildlife watching
Consider capacity and sustainability indefinitely (balancing Flagstaff’s growth with what the system can
handle) when developing a recreation system
o Focus on existing trails first – deal with what CAN be managed - a “correctly/right sized” trail
system for the future
o Consider phases to implementation – 1, 3, 5, and 10 year plan for implementation, but plan for a
long-term sustainable trail network plan that protects resources and addresses needs
Highlight viewsheds/attractions – draw attention to and protect at the same time
o EX. putting people on a controlled/managed and predictable path that is aimed at protecting the
resource while still enhancing the user experience in nature
Maintain/establish connectivity for wildlife
o Maximize unfragmented important wildlife habitats (prioritize closure, if needed, in those areas)
EX: loops with viewsheds outside of important natural resource areas
Minimize trails in special places/habitats:
o Careful planning in sensitive species areas/Mexican Spotted Owl (MSO) Protected Activity Centers
(PACs)/ Norther Goshawk Post Fledging Area (PFA)
o Avoid MSO nest cores
o Protect springs and seeps
o Protect Dry Lakes
o No new trails in MSO nest cores, reroute outside of MSO PACS when possible
Utilize best practices when designing, implementing and rerouting trails:
o Carefully consider areas that may lead to increased erosion (e.g. fall lines, drainages, excessively
dry soils on south facing slopes)
o Carefully consider effects to large and old trees in the vicinity

Resource guidance - Wildlife
•
•
•
•
•

Identify areas that are being considered for recreation planning (and which specific kind of recreation) and
present to US Fish and Wildlife Service (UFSWS) for communication/coordination and feedback early and
often
Limit trails in the Schultz creek PAC – ideally no more within this area
Consider nest cores carefully, re-route within a PAC is “ok”, but the closer to the nest core there needs to
be coordination, communication with USFWS and FS and consider re-route outside the core.
Careful consideration on location of trails in areas of wildlife corridors and water; it is recognized that
waters are important on this landscape
o Avoid putting trailheads or dead-end trails at or near springs, water sources or across streams
Consider areas of less trail density and some areas of higher density, management is best not uniformly
distributed across the landscape
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Resource guidance - Archaeology
•
•
•

Avoid/minimize new trails through/near cultural sites.
Address social trails through existing sites (adopt with signage, obliterate, or restore and reroute)
Consider education/Interpretive opportunities where possible:
o Example areas:
Beale Wagon Road
Environmental Study Area updates to educational materials, programs, etc.; interpretive
work with FS and Hopi.
Paradise cul-de-sac – there could be a site steward here. Consider a trail on the edge of the
site and close the other
Schultz Creek – Civilian Conservation Corps area
Elden Pueblo
Dendroglyphs (aspen carvings) – Dry Lake Hills area

Addressing unsustainable trails (non-system and system)

Another key topic that the Working Group addressed was non-system trails. This issue was contentious within
the Working Group context, including obliteration and restoration as well as adoption into the system.
Utilizing the interactive map from Flagstaff Trails Initiative (mapping link), and the deep knowledge base of the
Working Group, participants deliberated over which non-system trails made sense to recommend to be added
to the system, versus those that could be eliminated and restored. Decisions regarding keeping, eliminating,
or rerouting were based on the following concepts:
• Does the trail provide a unique recreational experience for multiple user types, e.g., challenging
terrain, solitude, access to a viewpoint?
• Does the trail affect or fragment important wildlife areas or special habitats, e.g., Mexican spotted owl
territories, Dry Lakes, etc.?
• What is the current condition of the non-system trail?
o WG often recommended eliminating and restoring trails that were noted in poor condition,
e.g., evidence of high erosion, bank cutting, recently severely burned, etc.
• If a non-system trail was in poor condition yet met a unique experience AND didn’t affect wildlife,
rerouting was considered in some cases.
• Is the trail redundant with an adjacent system trail that provides a similar experience? If so, eliminate
and restore was often suggested.
When system trails were in poor condition and/or located in important wildlife habitats (but met a desired
experience), the Working Group recommended reroute and/or re-alignment. If a system trail could be
improved upon by providing a unique recreation experience for multiple users, the Working Group considered
reroutes.
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Facilities and Infrastructure

The WG recognized that facilities and infrastructure are key to sustainable trail management success. While
the cost for new facilities and infrastructure is noted as high, it is important that a balance be made between
trail use and facilities. It is especially important to consider facilities and infrastructure at hubs/areas of high
use (e.g. Schultz Creek Y and Mt Elden Lookout Trail). The Working Group discussed leveraging partnerships
with the Flagstaff Trails Initiative and grant seeking to fund these projects.
Also discussed was the potential to consider infrastructure that maximizes already disturbed areas created by
the Flagstaff Watershed Protection Project logging operations, e.g., could an existing log deck be transitioned
into a trailhead or access point and parking area.

Site Specific Trail Recommendations

Through a series of meetings, the MEDL working group utilized the above guidance to provide site-specific
recommendations in the following table and maps. Listening to each other’s viewpoints, discussion and
negotiations led to a three-tiered system of agreement and dissention.
1. Full agreement
o Entire WG agrees to recommendations with no dissention - noted in green
2. Agreement with reservations
o General support with considerations (noted) – noted in yellow
3. Lack of agreement
o 1 or more WG member(s) fully opposes recommendation – noted in red
o No level of discussions/negotiations resulted in agreement with reservation
As noted in the interview synthesis, Appendix 2, the MEDL landscape has an extensive history of challenges,
opportunities, and contention. This is primarily due to its proximity to Flagstaff and the rare opportunity it
provides for low to high elevation recreational experiences, wildlife watching, sightseeing, and the existence
of important wildlife habitat.
The Working Group came to consensus in many areas across the project footprint. Conversations that focused
on desired experiences (rather than the “fate” of an existing trail) were often most fruitful. There were three
areas that, despite robust discussion, resulted in a lack of consensus. This lack of consensus was often
between two to three members of the Working Group. These areas are listed below with a short description
of the details defining the lack of agreement.
• South and western slope of the Dry Lake hills
o Much debate transpired on whether trails were needed/appropriate in this area. Some WG
members value the quick uphill experiences and viewpoints that the social trails provide and
suggested reroutes and/or sustainable new trails.
o Others were concerned about soils, vegetation and fragmentation of wildlife habitat in this
area; they preferred recreational use be concentrated near the Schultz Y area and/or further
east near Brookbank Trails, therefore leaving this slope free of trails.
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o Some WG members have concerns that past illegal trail building in this area may continue into
the future with construction of new system trails (e.g. Ridge Trail Concept).
At the April meeting, the Working Group briefly brainstormed design concepts within this area.
o Focused recreation from hubs rather that multiple trailheads and access points.
These hubs could provide different types of recreation to include challenging uphill,
downhill experiences from one trailhead, versus family loop experiences from another.
o It was discussed that dispersing these differing types of recreation throughout the MEDL
landscape could continue to offer a variety of user experiences, meanwhile decreasing user
conflict on the landscape.
•

Access to, and activity around Dry Lakes
o The Dry Lakes were an active subject of debate; even what to call them was of interest.
o Some categorized them as “seasonal alpine marshlands and high elevation wet meadows,”
whereas others considered them “dry lake beds which may be seasonally saturated and flooded
intermittently during spring snowmelt.”
o WG members generally agreed that these areas should be carefully managed.
o Most agreed that focusing recreational access around the eastern Dry Lake was preferable,
thereby leaving the western Dry Lake less visited and open to wildlife.
o Many discussions focused on whether trails should access and circumnavigate Dry Lakes; there
was significant concern about increased fragmentation to wildlife habitat by some members.
There was not consensus here among WG members

•

Mt. Elden Lookout Road
o Much debate transpired surrounding the management of Mt Elden Lookout Road.
Some noted it should be closed to motorized travel due to road maintenance and the
risk of facilitating illegal trail building (e.g. Private Reserve area).
Some noted that closure would enhance the non-motorized experience, e.g. no dust
and possible decreased safety concerns during a hike or bike ride.
Others stated that road closure was outside the scope of this project - See table for
more detailed discussion.

Listed below is a table that describes the Working Group’s recommendations for the MEDL project area. This
table can be cross referenced/further informed with maps (Figures 2 and 3) which show recommendations
spatially.
The table is categorized by:
1. New Trail Construction
2. Trail Adoption
3. Existing trail reroute/re-alignment
4. Trail Elimination
5. New Infrastructure
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Table 1.

Location/Trail

Recommendation

Upper Elden
1. Two east/west
Base trails
system trails at
Non-system and
the base of
system
Elden, with
appropriate
connectors
between
2. Rehab many of
the social trails

Buffalo Park to
Mt. Elden
New proposed
trail

New trail addition

Ridge Trail
Concept
New proposed
trail

New trail connector

“Spice Rack”
New proposed
trail

New trail

Level of
Agreement

The “Why”, Description and Notes

NEW TRAIL CONSTRUCTION
Full
• Private land-owners: backyard access to trails for
Agreement
walking dogs, daily walk/runs, etc. resulting in many
social trails
• Limited opportunities for parking due to private land
• Proposal for two system trails (the existing Pipeline
and a new more challenging trail) that would allow
cross country access from Buffalo Park area to Elden
Lookout trail.
o One nearer to private property and one near
pipeline areas
o New Pipeline trail/arterial trail (slightly uphill)
would be very user friendly for everyone
• Opportunities:
o Engage the public/volunteers in the rehabilitation
and building of appropriate trails
o One Working Group member added the desire to
have a FUTS style connector between the east
side (Flagstaff Ranger Station) and Buffalo Park,
and also between Buffalo Park and Elden Lookout
Rd – this may require other trail re-routes (e.g.
Lower Oldham)
o FS to work in partnership with the City of Flagstaff
on potential expansion of the FUTs to include a
trail in this area
Full
• New, challenging trail with hiking as the designed use
Agreement
to the top of Mt. Elden
• Opportunity /desire of trail placement that would
maintain the front of Mt. Elden as a visually
continuous landscape
• Work with climbing community on design and location
in proximity to Blue Dot trail
Lack of
• New, challenging trail with mountain biking as the
Agreement
designed use
• Connects Schultz area across western/southwestern
slope area (Lost Burrito), to new “Spice Rack”, to
Brookbank
o Agreement to avoid the western dry lake,
additionally naturalize the existing road through
both the eastern and western dry lake, if possible
and not needed for future logging operations
• Concerns:
o Inability to find a sustainable location
o Directing use to and around the western dry lake
and potential impacts to wildlife
Lack of
• This conceptual trail would be added in the general
agreement
area of Ginger to access the conceptual Ridge Trail
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•

Schultz Creek
Conceptual
loops
New proposed
trail

New trail system

East Dry Lake
New connector trail
Trail/connector
New proposed
trail

East Side –
Christmas Tree

Heart Trail
connector

New conceptual
equestrian trails

New Trail and Rehab

Would continue to provide challenging experiences
for users and replace the “Ginger experience”
• Top of trail would terminate near the eastern dry lake
• Concerns:
o Characteristics of south facing slopes may not be
conducive to sustainable trail construction and
maintenance
Full
• Schultz Creek/Rocky Ridge recognized as an area of
Agreement
high-density recreation with no infrastructure to
support
• Loops concept will:
o Have options (2-4 miles) in order to disperse use
and provide an “after work”/”family friendly”
experience
o Stay out of important wildlife areas
o Reduce traffic on Schultz Creek and Rocky Ridge
trail by providing a diverse set of opportunities
o Be set back from steep slopes, where appropriate
to discourage new connector trails
o Not exceed the elevation of the first bench on
Lost Burrito
• Support for additional loops in the area of the old golf
course/kids jump area
• Lower elevation stacked loops may require more
planning with Archaeological considerations/surveys
Lack of
• Recognition that eastern Dry Lake is a destination to
Agreement
hike, swim dogs, ride bikes. As such, there is the idea
to funnel the access in a controlled and predictable
manner
• Some interest in having a trail skirt a portion of the
entirety of the eastern dry lake on the western side;
which could follow the same footprint using a current
logging road
• Creates a loop option using the new SW Uphill and a
destination/loop experience
• Concerns:
o Effects to wildlife with a loop around the dry lake
o See Ridge Trail Concept concerns for
disagreement on western and southern portions
• Agreement that after the FWPP contract is over roads
should be obliterated
Full
• There is a high density of archeological sites
Agreement
• Potential option for stacked loops, potential
equestrian trails
• Need to address unauthorized trails
• This area could be considered for community
meeting
Full
• Suggested: connector between Christmas
Agreement
Tree/Sandy Seep intersection to the New Heart
Trail
• Rehab old Heart Trail
TRAIL ADOPTION
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Jedi
Non-system
Private Reserve
Non-system

SW Uphill
Non-system

Red Onion

Climb 3
Road

Lower
Brookbank
System
Upper Oldham
system

Upper
Brookbank
System
Sunset Trail
inclusion of
Overlook Trail

Adopt with
sustainable
realignments
Adopt and
realign/re-route

Full
Agreement

•

Incorporate into
Sunset
realignment

Full
Agreement

•

Great multi-user enjoyed trail - some sections need
sustainable upgrades
• May need realignment to avoid wildlife concerns
Agreement
• Desired experiences for mountain biker for
with
challenging descent, trail runner/hiker for ascent
Reservations
• Agreement that signage (top and bottom) is key to
mitigate potential conflicts of uphill and downhill
users.
• Need to consider trail terminus area
• Re-route outside of nest core
Restore and/or
Lack of
• NEEDS FIELD VISIT as per Working Group
realign, then adopt
agreement
• Access to Dry Lakes is desired from this area from
some on the WG due to the quick uphill workout
experience and vistas
• If the current Lost Burrito is adopted as a system trail,
it would need a complete new alignment (especially at
the top) for a sustainable uphill/downhill experience
• This trail concept would not “top out” at the Dry Lakes
but potentially join the conceptual Ridge Trail.
• Could be part of the stacked loop system (a spur) from
the Schultz area however this is not in full agreement
due to concerns over the Ridge Trail
• Concerns:
o Building unsustainable social trails in the area
from Rocky Ridge to Dry Lakes from a Working
Group member.
o One Working Group member would like to keep
the current Lost Burrito as-is (no modifications or
realignments of any type), with no connection to
the Ridge Trail Concept
Realign and adopt
Full
• Re-route out of drainage
Agreement
• MSO concerns, work closely with wildlife specialists
Full
Keep as road and
• There is a desire for a single-track trail in this area,
Agreement
later put in single
when FWPP is complete, one with lesser elevation
track
grade (e.g., 7%) to get up to Sunset without
grinding up from Schultz tank.
EXISTING TRAIL REROUTE/REALIGNMENT
Reroute
Full
• Reroute due to wildlife concerns and unsustainable
Agreement
sections.
• Adjacent non system trail may work for parts of realignment.
Complete reroute
Full
• Reroute due to wildlife concerns/MSO nest core;
Agreement
would add some distance
• Realignment would enhance use as a bi-directional
trail; thus, reducing the need for hikers, runners, and
bikers to use the road.
Full
Realignment
• Realignment to connect to Sunset Trail – eliminates
Agreement
the need for Weenie Walk

Reroute/realign small portion of Upper Sunset
(junction of Little Bear ) to incorporate Overlook to
the saddle on sunset.
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•

New proposed
trail

Explore connectivity: Sunset to upper Brookbank.

Eliminate and
restore

TRAIL ELIMINATION
Full
• Unsustainable trail
Agreement
• Wildlife concerns/MSO PAC
Full
• Full agreement that the current Ginger trail should be
Agreement
eliminated and restored due to poor condition.
Lack of
• Desire to keep the northwestern/western portion of
Agreement
the slope intact; is currently unburned and intact
wildlife habitat
• Some Working Group members would like to see this
trail improved and adopted as an additional
challenging user experience
Agreement
• With the adoption and realignment of Private Reserve
with
(and Upper Oldham), the need for these 2 trails would
reservations
be eliminated.
• Reservation from some WG members: a
new/rerouted trail in this area could meet the interest
of a challenging uphill and downhill experience similar
to Private Reserve.
Full
• Burned hot in the Museum Fire
Agreement
• Recommendation to let it rehab on its own or
actively restore
Full
• Wildlife concerns/MSO PAC
Agreement

Eliminate and
restore

Full
Agreement

•

Redundant with Upper Brookbank realignment and
is in a meadow

Eliminate and
restore

Full
Agreement

•
•

Redundant and unsustainable
Closure and naturalization would create more
unfragmented habitat.

Can I
Non-system
Ginger
Non-system
Kessel/Stilley
Trail

Eliminate and
restore
Eliminate and
restore
Eliminate and
restore

Soaring Eagle
and Steel
Reserve

Eliminate and
restore

Wasabi
Non-system
trail
Prom Night
Non-system
trail
Weenie Walk
Non-system
trail
Non-system
trails and old
road beds –
near Sunset

Eliminate and
restore

Schultz Y area Trailhead

Improved
infrastructure

INFRASTRUCTURE
Support for appropriate infrastructure to meet the
current use in the Schultz creek area.
o To include parking, bathrooms and signage
• Opportunity: Partnership with the City and FTI here,
this area is an important and highly used hub for
recreation on the MEDL landscape, emphasis should
be placed on this.
o There is recognition that with the recent
deferment of City planning here, the FS may need
to commit building infrastructure on their lands.
• After the development of a new, better, TH with
facilities, the existing TH near Schultz Creek would be
eliminated
• One WG member is supportive of this trailhead
improvement so long as there is commitment from
the FS that it will be built on FS lands and paid for by
the FS

Agreement •
with
Reservations
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Schultz and
Sunset
Trailheads

Mt. Elden
Lookout Road

Consolidate
trailheads

Full
Agreement

•
•

Closure of Mt.
Elden Lookout
Road from the 2nd
gate up – year
round, with
accommodations
for special use
access/admin/etc.

Lack of
agreement

•

•
•

•

Equestrian
Opportunities:
Trails and
parking areas
New trails and
parking

Eastside
improvements

Full
Agreement

•
•

•

•

Need for a larger trailhead with bathrooms, larger
parking area (a hub), kiosk/educational opportunity
Discussion about a larger trailhead across the 420RD
utilizing the existing log deck area – there was general
agreement on this concept, however this location
would be outside of the current MEDL
footprint/planning area
Road designed for tower access, keeping it open may
increase use, potential link to increased illegal trail
building, dust and noise, etc.
This road also goes through MSO PACs
Installing a gate where it allows access for climbers,
potential seasonal access for special uses, continued
admin access.
o There is a need for a trailhead – could use an
existing log deck for TH/parking
o Use a gate as a management tool in an area of
high use – focus recreation on lower elevation and
higher user-density areas
One WG member recommends that Mt. Elden
Lookout Road remain open for the following reasons:
o Disagreement that road closure would affect
recreationists that enjoy taking motorized vehicles
up for site seeing, picnicking, hiking, shuttling
bikes, etc.
o Also concern that because the MEDL project
focuses on non-motorized that closure discussion
should involve other key stakeholders (currently
not present)
East Side of MEDL could benefit from more equestrian
resources – trails/parking etc. (in addition to feebased camp)
Use of the westside MEDL is low due to competing
recreation use of other types (too busy) and lack of
parking.
According to one equestrian as part of the process,
the trails on the west side are too rocky or in poor
condition for equestrian use; it was stated that the
density of recreation in this area also made equestrian
use difficult/unsafe
Recommendation to consider parking needs in
adjacent planning area of Ft Valley at a later time.
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Figure 2. Recommendations from the Working Group with levels of agreement for new conceptual or rerouted trails and trailheads.
Includes draft names as placeholders for discussion

Figure 3. Recommendations from the Working Group with levels of agreement for new conceptual trails, elimination and
restoration, and new trailheads
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Law Enforcement

The Working Group discussed illegal trail construction and activities and the associated challenges. The group
recognized that in order to curtail these types of illegal activity, it will take a multi-pronged approach.
Ultimately, unauthorized trails are subject to obliteration/naturalization by the Forest Service.
As a first step, the Working Group recommended the following for future consideration:
1. Build an agreed-upon set of trail ethics/messages emphasizing the “why”
2. Agree to promote across organizations, on websites, explanations in clubs and groups
3. Commitment to educate, advocate, promote and self-police
4. Robust and consistent trailhead signage “illegal trails hurt all”
5. Media outreach and public awareness campaigns (social media, print, handouts)
6. Enforcement with media push on the harsh consequences of illegal actions
7. Provide volunteer trail building opportunities on approved challenging trails to foster a sense of
ownership in the trail system and allow users to sustainably construct desired trail elements in an
approved setting.
8. Promote FTI “Flagstaff Trail Academy” as a means to generate interest in approved trail work, in
collaboration with FTI and USFS, to provide potential illegal trail builders an outlet for advanced trail
construction within approved trail corridors.
Law enforcement discussions were robust and diverse in scope and solutions. For example, it was suggested
by one working group member that “FTI/MEDL and CNF work together to fund and implement the addition of
at least two more dedicated law enforcement officers in order to put forth a full effort to patrol and prosecute
illegal trail construction. FTI/MEDL is a completely new approach to regional recreation and to be successful,
a new approach to law enforcement is needed to confront the pervasive problem of illegal trail construction,
especially at the higher elevations. Moving forward without a change in our law enforcement component will
result in exactly the same illegal and unsustainable trail and landscape problems we have today that
negatively affect wildlife, vegetation, and the public land that belongs to everyone.” Additionally, another
working group member feels that “the newly formed Flagstaff Trails Initiative is currently generating
momentum that can usher in a new spirit of collaboration in celebration of our natural landscape. FTI’s current
priorities can alter the course of user conflict in ways unseen in the past, and their trail planning, education and
outreach campaigns have the potential to foster a spirit of community among all trail users that can unite
them in a common goal and shared values. Fully supporting FTI’s efforts in collaborative land stewardship is
an important first step for user groups and land managers that may alleviate the need for increased law
enforcement in the area.”
An additional suggestion from a working group member was the development of a recreation monitoring
program to assess unauthorized trail-related actions on the forest.
Other ideas included developing a rapid response to illegal trail building activities and trail obliteration.
Utilizing a “trail steward” approach would provide legitimate trail building opportunities to those who like to
build trails. For the rapid response approach, communication feedback loops would need to be addressed in
the following ways:
1. What to do if you see it – who to call, what can groups do to limit trail construction?
2. What are the consequences to the person?
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i.
Fines and banning violators from the forest; ensure these consequences are clear to the public
3. Track reports of illegal activities (e.g. where, when, who reported, etc.)
Lastly, sequencing of new trail construction and elimination and restoration of non-system trails is important.
The Working Group recommends that the Forest Service alternate between building new trails and eliminating
or restoring trails; this approach would focus on ensuring positive trail experiences and opportunities, instead
of “taking away” experiences that leave users with no other options.

Education and Outreach

In order for MEDL planning and implementation to be successful, education and outreach will be key. The WG
recommends that the FS work closely to engage in and track FTI’s Education and Outreach subcommittee that
is developing messaging and seeking funding. Some concepts for consideration within the MEDL footprint are
as follows.
• Leave No Trace-leave what you find, dispose of waste properly, be considerate of other visitors, travel
on trails to limit off trail impacts in potentially sensitive areas or impacts to wildlife.
• Plan ahead and prepare. Check with the FTI website and other social media outlets or bike shops and
outdoor businesses for the most up-to-date trail info.
• Respect trail and road closures.
• Avoid muddy or wet trails. Ride or hike through mud or puddles rather than around to avoid trail
widening.
• Don't skid!
• Take pictures rather than taking rocks, plants or other objects such as artifacts.
• Respect wildlife. Observe from a distance. Do not follow or approach.
• Control pets at all times or leave them at home.
• Be courteous. Announce your presence when encountering slower traffic and equestrians. Use a bell
or a friendly greeting.

Partnerships, Funding and Implementation

The Working Group discussed a trail stewards program and/or FTI’s Flagstaff Trails Academy for consideration.
This could be informed by other “adoption type” efforts such as the Trails Steward for sections of the AZ Trail.
There was some brief discussion that the organizations represented on the Working Group could mobilize and
offer assistance for this effort.
There was some discussion on whether a special fee is appropriate for MEDL, and what partner support would
be needed to move this forward. Overall the WG was generally supportive of this idea, however, because fees
are often tied to infrastructure, therefore it is suggested that this discussion be revisited with some of the
following in mind.
• Fees – require an established trailhead (with kiosk, picnic table, trashcans) before you can charge a fee.
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•

The fee dollars/money can only be used for maintenance of the trailhead/facility parking, interpretation.
Dollars cannot be obligated to trail work, maintenance, etc.

There was consensus that THs/facilities are important and a priority for this group, and that strong
partnerships are needed to fund these. It is suggested that the FS continue to leverage the FTI group so that
FTI money generated in the future could be prioritized for opportunities within the MEDL footprint. Lastly, it
was noted that there are grant opportunities to be explored through AZ State Parks for THs and facilities.

Next Steps

The Working Group held its final meeting on April 22nd. It is anticipated that the Forest Service, as the
responsible, decision-making authority, will consider these recommendations as it develops the Proposed
Action.
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Appendix 1: Draft: Collaborative Process Protocols and Guidance for the Mount Elden Dry Lake Hills (MEDL)
Recreation Planning Working Group

Mount Elden Dry Lake Hills Recreation Planning Project - Background
Starting in 2008, several partners (i.e., City of Flagstaff, Coconino County, NGOs, etc.) approached the
Coconino National Forest with the idea of developing a trails and recreation plan for the Mount Elden/Dry
Lake Hills (MEDL) area. This was closely following the Flagstaff Loop Trail project, a 42-mile non-motorized trail
that circles Flagstaff – located on Forest Service, City and County land.
MEDL began its official planning in 2012 with a Proposed Action (PA) in October 2013. Public scoping was
conducted in November 2013, with well-attended public meetings and over 600 comment letters. MEDL was
put on hold in the fall of 2014 over concerns about the Flagstaff Watershed Protection Project (FWPP) and
MEDL planning happening concurrently. It was agreed that MEDL planning would be suspended until the
FWPP NEPA was completed.
In 2016, several interested parties contacted Coconino National Forest (COF) about reinitiating MEDL NEPA
planning once FWPP planning was completed. However, there were limited funds available for MEDL. COF
staff & NGOs began seeking other funding sources and methods to show some progress with this project,
were awarded a Coconino Resource Advisory Committee (RAC) grant in 2017, and money was made available
in 2018.
Overall Scope
• The geographic and collaborative scope of the MEDL project falls within the Flagstaff Trails Initiative (FTI)
boundary and framework.
• FTI (click HERE) aims to develop a broadly supported Regional Collaborative Strategy for trails,
collaboratively drafted with partners and with public input.
• While FTI will not dictate or direct the MEDL planning process, FTI strategy development will inform the
MEDL effort within the context of cross-cutting topics such as sustainable trails planning, effective
education and outreach strategies, conservation, and long-term financial sustainability.
• MEDL is an independent planning process that will utilize public and partner input throughout the NEPA
process.
• Purpose – Why here, why now?
o The intent of the MEDL Recreation Planning project is to respond to resource impacts from
increasing and changing demands for trail use and other non-motorized dispersed recreation on
National Forest System lands, to provide managed parking and trails that are sustainable, and to
improve the safety of visitors within MEDL area. This should result in enhanced recreation
opportunities and experience; mitigation of existing impacts to wildlife habitat, archaeological
sites, and soil and water resources; and should address community interests and safety.
Goals/Expected Outcomes of the Collaborative Process
• Provide input into the development of the Proposed Action (to be analyzed under the National
Environmental Policy Act [NEPA]) for the Mount Elden Dry Lake Hills Recreation Planning area.
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•
•

Provide a platform for learning, analysis, and discussion that strives for solution-oriented contributions to
the MEDL Planning process.
Encourage collaboration in development of contributions to the MEDL planning process.

Collaborative Approach
Getting organized and initial process design – Facilitator, Convener, and Coconino National Forest
• Establish facilitation team
• Identify/select appropriate convener(s)
• Draft and reach agreement on an overall process design and general work plan
• Provide regular monitoring, evaluation, and adaptation of the process
• Gather relevant data, procedural information, and other sources to help inform and frame the process
• Establish a website for information sharing and provide appropriate access to relevant materials (see
Communication Principles for more detail)
Initial assessment
• Identify interested parties and appropriate representatives reflective of a range of perspectives related to
the issues to be addressed during the planning process
• Gather preliminary information and insight that can inform the process design and effective functioning of
the working group
Communication and access to information
• A dedicated working group website will provide access to necessary documents (e.g., agendas, notes, maps,
etc.) and information about the project
• Facilitation team will promote regular and effective communication among participants
• Updates provided to the general public and to the media by the convener (FTI), as agreed upon by working
group participants
Quorum requirement
• There is no quorum requirement.
• The participants present and active at a given meeting have the authority and permission to continue to
work and reach conclusions and provide input on behalf of the group.
• Those who are not present will make an attempt to provide their input (via documented meeting notes or
other electronic forums) before a given meeting. The role of alternates is outlined below.
Decision-making
• The working group is consultative.
• The working group will strive to achieve consensus, which is defined as the willingness of working group
members to support a particular outcome, even if the outcome is not wholly satisfactory.
• If consensus cannot be reached, areas of agreement and disagreement will be documented for the record
and for further consideration by the decision-making authority.
Roles and Responsibilities
Convener:

•
•

Hosts, and assists in basic logistics and organizing of working group meetings and activities
Works closely with the facilitation team to provide appropriate support for meetings and activities
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•

Works with facilitation team and working group members to provide regular updates for the public

Facilitation team:
• A third party that provides facilitation support for working group deliberations
• Works under a contractual agreement with the Forest Service, but will strive for neutral perspectives, effective
collaboration, and balanced representation of affected interests involved in the process
• Works with the conveners to identify and select working group members
• Develops an overall timeline and series of activities for the process
• Designs, organizes and schedules meetings and activities in consultation with the convener
• Provides a website and necessary materials to support effective communication and discussions
• Facilitates regular communication among working group members and other participating representatives
• Fosters engagement of a broad range of participants and perspectives
• Develops working group protocols and consensus support by the working group; strives to ensure these are adhered
to by participants
• Provides facilitation, as needed, for discussions including working group, sub-groups and public meetings
• Provides documentation of group discussions and outcomes
• Writes a report with the convener and Forest Service that describes the process and outcomes
Forest Service:
• The Lead Agency and decision-making authority on the final content of the MEDL Proposed Action
• Forest Service staff prepares for and actively participates in working group meetings and activities (staff include:
subject matter specialists, line officers, and deciding officials)
• Develops NEPA-related documents, including the Proposed Action and potential Alternatives
• As much as feasible, incorporates input from the working group into NEPA-related documents
• Provides necessary background information, technical input, general guidance, and clear sideboards to working group
deliberations
• Responds to public comments
Federal Partners:
• Prepares for and participates actively in working group meetings and activities
• Provides technical input as appropriate to their agency expertise and mandate
• Retains authority for their respective roles in the process and any projected outcomes
Local Jurisdictions:
• Prepare for and participate actively in working group meetings and activities
• Provide technical input as appropriate to their agency expertise and mandate
• Retain authority for their respective roles in the process and any projected outcomes
Working group participants:
• Membership and selection
o Include a balanced and diverse set of trail users (hikers, runners, bikers, equestrians, etc.), trail experts, tribal
representatives, and local government representatives.
o Alternates –
If a Working Group member is unable to attend a meeting, the Working Group decided that sending
an alternate was acceptable on a limited basis.
Working Group members are responsible for providing relevant information to the alternates as
well as staying informed between meetings so as to not lose momentum in the process.
• Provide input as appropriate to their individual or organizational expertise
• Work collaboratively to achieve the overall goals of the effort
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Adhere to working agreements, process protocols, and standards of conduct
Consistently prepare for and participate actively in meetings and activities
Assist in obtaining necessary information to achieve working group goals
Provide timely comments and feedback on working group generated documents
Work toward providing potential solutions to issues raised during the planning process
The following criteria will be utilized to identify working group participants (Note: Individual participants may not meet
every criterion, but each of these factors should be considered):
o Demonstrated knowledge, experience, and interest in the subject
o Evidence and history of collaborative and constructive behavior
o Affected by, or have an understanding about, the effects of the outcomes
o Brings a valuable and informed perspective
o Participates collaboratively and constructively and is willing to think creatively about a range of solutions
o Contributes useful information to the process
o Networks effectively with people or groups with similar interests
o Electronically accessible and capable of accessing relevant information from the internet
o Available and willing to commit time and energy to the process

Working Group Standards of Conduct
In the spirit of progress, cooperation, and collaboration, the working group participants commit to the
following standards. If any working group member(s) cannot adhere to these, they will be asked to leave and
engage in the process in an alternative manner.
Personal Conduct
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Treat one another with civility, both within and outside the meeting environment
Respect/honor each other’s perspectives and other points of view
Refrain from personal attacks on any participants, conveners, agency representatives, facilitators
Be honest and respectful in communications among and about one another
Prepare for and participate actively in meetings and activities
Maintain group accountability to the goals, protocols, and standards of conduct
Focus on the future rather than belaboring issues of the past. Recognize and learn from the past, acknowledge the
present, and visualize a successful future
Focus on practical solutions and implementable outcomes

Communication Principles
Internal
A Working Group online collaboration space (https://sites.google.com/site/medlworkinggroup/home) will be
utilized for education and coordination among Working Group members, Forest Service, agencies, conveners
and facilitation team. This is not a public site and will remain password protected for the duration of the
project.
• The site will include meeting agendas, notes, necessary background information, maps, Working Group,
team, and subcommittee notes, and other pertinent documents.
• Content and structure for the website will be reviewed by Working Group members.
External
• Working Group members are encouraged to share progress and outcomes from the collaborative process;
this includes communication with larger constituent groups, posting on personal websites, sharing on
social media, interviews, etc.
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•

However, members will strive to present accurate accounts and information representative of discussions
held at Working Group meetings. Sharing personal opinions is not discouraged so long as it is clear that the
personal opinion may not reflect the perspective of the group as a whole.

As members speak and share information with individuals and groups, we also encourage members to solicit
and share input that may be helpful in shaping the direction of the discussion. Again, members are asked to
convey this information in
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Appendix 2: Mount Elden Dry Lake Hills Recreation Planning – Synthesis of Key Themes from Stakeholder
Interviews (Prepared by Southwest Decision Resources,)

Mount Elden Dry Lakes -Pre-Assessment Interviews Synthesis
Prepared by Southwest Decisions Resources
August 26, 2019
The Coconino National Forest is beginning to gather information for the Mount Elden Dry Lake Hills (MEDL) Recreation
project under the collaborative framework of Flagstaff Trails Initiative (FTI: www.flagstafftrailsinitiative.org).
Working in cooperation with Southwest Decision Resources (SDR), 21 potential stakeholders were interviewed between
January and April 2019. Results from these interviews are synthesized in the following document. The synthesis is
intended to ground the Working Group in general themes, discussed issues and perspectives, and potential solutions for
consideration. It is recognized that this document is not exhaustive in its representation of the issues surrounding the
MEDL project. Instead, it is meant to springboard conversations that help this collaborative provide constructive and
detailed input for the planning effort.
Comments are organized in the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Background and history of engagement
Values in the MEDL area and beyond
Known or anticipated challenges/issues and key solutions to address them
Experience with past collaborations and how to move forward

Background of Interviewed Participants:
Participants’ background in MEDL ranged from engagement in the SF Peaks Plan 20 years ago, to relatively new to the
process. Many had written comments letters during the 2013 scoping period and prior to that dating back as far as
2004/2005.
Types of engagement of participants included:
•
•
•
•

Frequent users/Recreationists - hike, bike, run, equestrian, climbers
Trail builders/Maintenance volunteers
Conservation and ecology
Education providers/Preventative Search and Rescue

Interviewed participants represented the following groups 1:
• Conservation
o Sierra Club
o Grand Canyon Trust
o Center for Biological Diversity
• Mountain Bikers
o Flagstaff Biking Organization
o Trail Faeries

•
o

Hikers
o R2R
Equestrian
o Coconino Horsemen’s Alliance
o Private Citizen

•

Trail Organizations

1

There is much overlap across user groups (e.g. many who identify as hikers also mountain bike and are
equestrians)
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•
•

o Arizona Trail Association
o American Conservation Experience
o Friends of Northern Arizona Forests
Climbing interests
o Northern Arizona Climbing Association
Agencies
o US Fish and Wildlife Service
o Coconino County
o City of Flagstaff
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Values in the MEDL area and the Flagstaff Ranger District
All participants valued recreation and natural resources in the MEDL and surrounding area. Quotes like, “it’s
what makes Flagstaff Flagstaff” were common. It was echoed that many people who live in Flagstaff chose to do
so not to make a living but primarily for access to public lands; not a single participant (even business managers)
tied their living (in terms of making money) to the Forest. There were strong sentiments about considering the
immediate safety of all trail users and how this topic could serve as a foundation for agreement. Additionally,
long-term impacts and recreational opportunities within this planning effort should be prioritized to reflect the
demographics of the community (e.g., assessing the way people recreate throughout their lifetimes and noting
that most people recreate in multiple ways). All comments and discussions were deeply personal about this
recreational area.
Listed below are values and comments listed by type of recreation.
Mountain Biking- MEDL was recognized as a leading area for mountain biking from bikers themselves, and
individuals that do not mountain bike. Some interviewed had biked in the area for multiple decades and have
witnessed trail disrepair over time. Bikers interviewed want better planning and management of trails, but they
don’t want the perception that it will become a “mountain bike Disneyland”. Bikers recognized that the
unauthorized trails can be problematic and are in need of attention (keep and incorporate, obliterate those that
are unsustainable, etc.).
Hiking- Hiking is prominent type of recreation throughout the MEDL footprint, and the desire for sustainable,
well thought-out trail design and implementation is similar to other user groups (e.g. mountain bikers). Hikers
suggested wanting well-designed, well-signed, and safe trails in proper locations that lead to
viewpoints/destinations.
Commuters from the FUTS to the woods- Many interviewed recognized the MEDL connectors to the FUTS are a
valuable resource for the City because of proximity, i.e. people valued FUTS because of the ability to walk out
the door and into the forest. As such, there was concern about addressing social trails, especially on the
western side of Elden. Others recommending revisiting the Timberline trail due to its connection with FUTS trail
on the east side.
Climbing- Most recreational climbing is focused on Mount Elden (not Dry Lake Hills). There are a variety of
difficulty levels in the area and is popular because of the easy access for local climbers. The idea of more official
trails for climbers could be controversial due to the nature of the climbing culture: less people in one area is
better. Generally speaking, climbers preference is the keep it the way it is, with no official trails. Additionally,
the areas popular for climbing may not be ideal for sustainable trail development.
Specific areas mentioned (which can be found on Mountain projects website HERE) for almost year-round
climbing and bouldering included:
•
•
•
•

West face of Mt. Elden where AZT hits the highest point
Off Elden lookout road - beginner area/bouldering area,
Solitude Canyon -most popular and draws regional attention
The Glorias and an area called Red Dragon.

Scenery/Views/Wildness/Uniqueness- Many mentioned that MEDL and the surrounding areas provide some of
the best scenery and diverse terrain in the peaks. It was mentioned that these values are often being heard as
much as the value of recreation.
Ecology- Many noted the rare ecosystem/biomes/and species diversity in the area. For example, the plant
community of southwestern white pine may be the highest number in one spot in the southwest. This forest
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type provides the contrast between southern dry slopes and the northern wet slopes. In addition, special niches
in the MEDL footprint provide habitat for up to 12 species of ferns, which many people don’t know about. Also,
there is a unique community of alligator juniper (Juniperus deppeana) on the south-facing slopes of both Mount
Elden and Dry Lake, some of which are extremely old. This may be among the highest occurrence (elevationally)
of the species. There are Aspens up high which add to the diversity and the Heart Trail basin is ecologically and
geologically unique. Mexican spotted owls are located within the MEDL footprint and the unauthorized downhill
trails may impact the protected activity centers (PACs)
Equestrian-The MEDL footprint provides good access for equestrians and many trails are well suited. On the east
side trails noted included Deer Trail, Sandy Seep, Little Bear and associated social trails in the areas. Generally
speaking, equestrians enjoy long loops with good footing (free of large rocks). It was mentioned that a loop
around the peaks would be desirable to the equestrians. It was noted that the roads created for FWPP timber
operations along ridgelines are really great for equestrian and it would be nice to have a few of them connected.

Known or anticipated challenges/issues and proposed solutions for the MEDL project
Challenge: History of conflict between groups
Through the longevity of the MEDL project there has been a deep conflict and lack of trust between user groups,
especially regarding the notion that the more organized user groups get more of the attention from the Forest
Service (generally in the form of more trails that they want). The transparency in the project process has been a
concern for some organizations as well, especially regarding the perceived notion that special interests,
outfitters and guides and economics are driving the planning process, not the comments from the public – this
has created contention in the past.
Solutions: History of conflict between groups
Transparent and representative collaboration will have a positive influence on diffusing the past conflicts. See
collaboration section below.

Challenge: User Conflicts
Much of the real and perceived user conflicts stem from 3 main issues. First, the density of recreational users on
the landscape; second lack of trail etiquette which leads to the third issue: safety of trail users. The idea that
mountain bikers will be using authorized and unauthorized trails for recreation (uphill and downhill) has
deterred some user groups (hikers and equestrians) from using many trails in the MEDL area, in addition to
increased traffic on Mount Elden Lookout road. Some user conflict stems from the perceived entitlement: there
is an emotional attachment to trails, especially when it is in their backyard.
Some users have the idea that recreating in the forest will have a “wilderness” feel and are disappointed when
they see many others recreating out there and in different ways than their preferred way. Signage, lack thereof,
was mentioned as a contributor to user conflicts in that many recreators that are visiting may not know where
authorized trails are, that they may be multiple use, when to yield, etc. Climbers were the only recreation type
that did not mention user conflict as a challenge to MEDL.
Solutions: User Conflicts
Trail etiquette was one of the highest mentioned solutions for decreasing user conflicts on the trails; this
concept included education campaigns and better signage about trail safety, yielding on the trail, and multiple
use/sharing the trail (especially as it relates to equestrian interactions), especially in areas of steep
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incline/decline. Another recommended solution that was mentioned was the implementation of user-intended
trails, those designed to meet the desires/experiences for a specific user type. There was less support for
unidirectional trails and/or trails used on certain days of the week; these ideas are meant to alleviate conflicts
and enhance experiences.
There is the idea (mentioned by many) that hikers want a different kind of trail experience than mountain bikers
do (length, grade, views, etc.), but it was also mentioned that equestrians like the same types of trails as
motorcyclists (length, surface, etc.) – building trails for the user in mind may alleviate the future conflicts by
getting the right user on the right type of trail.
Better communication between and among recreation user types was mentioned as a solution to user created
conflicts. This idea is appropriate for in-meeting settings as well as on the trail.
Integrating Arizona Snowbowl Resort as a downhill option (during the summer months) was mentioned as a
solution to decrease user conflicts between technical descent riders and other trail users; this may require a
more formal relationship.
Specific examples for improving trail safety and reducing user conflicts included: all mountain bikers
intermittently utilize a bell on descent (especially on blind corners); when approaching an equestrian, making
presence known by speaking calmly and stepping aside are most helpful (occasional carrot in the pocket doesn’t
hurt); communicate with all other trail users.

Challenge: Density of recreation
As more and more people recreate within the same area there is increased degradation of the trails (erosion),
increased construction of unauthorized trails, increased environmental impacts and more user conflicts. There is
concern that unless there is a way to disperse users to different areas or different trails that environmental and
social challenges will continue. The lack of broader access (multiple locations) contributes to this challenge as
well, especially in places like the Schultz Y.
Solutions: Density of recreation
Education for locals and those visiting from out of town about where to go (not primarily Fat Man’s Loop,
Buffalo Park and Schultz Creek) will be important, in addition to more access points. There is potential for a
volunteer trail stewardship program like Friends of NAZ Forests has done in the past to orient trail users to the
best experience, especially on high traffic days.
The idea that moving some of the biking pressure off Dry Lake Hills and into Fort Valley came up as a solution for
alleviating density pressure. This would make a bigger boundary for MEDL and would offer motorized access,
offers a better beginner experience, offers a directional trail so that there isn’t as much user conflict with bikers
come down and hikers going up. The Fort Valley area may not have the same environmental concerns as the
other MEDL areas allowing for more broad approval.
Additionally, the improvement to and addition of facilities and infrastructure throughout the MEDL footprint
would disperse users, it was noted that this solution would also require some sustainable funding to implement.
With enhanced infrastructure, like trailhead access points, comes better education about where to recreate for
specific experiences. Fort Valley is an example of where there could be better/more parking infrastructure to
spread out use.

Challenge: Social/Unauthorized trails
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While it was recognized that the MEDL area is invaluable for recreation, most agreed that the proliferation of
unauthorized trails is a problem which needs management. This comment resonated across recreational user
groups regardless of primary interest. The bulk of the unauthorized trails are not designed or built sustainably
and as more people use them, especially those from out of town and limited knowledge of the area and its
authorized trails, they become more permanent become and increase damage to the landscape. Additional
unauthorized trails lead to increased density of recreation in the same footprint and to increased user conflicts
as there are more people using the landscape.
Solutions: Social/Unauthorized trails
In addition to better education, about what trails are out there for specific user experiences, and more detailed
signage of the authorized trails, there were some innovative ideas for addressing social trails in MEDL. It was
mentioned that there is a need to assess the value of unauthorized trails to determine if adoption is appropriate
as opposed to obliterating them all.
The idea of a well-funded and supported trail maintenance fund (similar to the Red Rock Fund) and organized
group to keep up with the work; this is meant to enhance the trails that exist, provide signage and education
and hopefully decrease the demand for unauthorized trails. Utilizing local and regional partners, such as Trail
Faeries, Friends of NA Forests as well as the long-standing Arizona Trail Steward program could be a good
starting place.
A comprehensive assessment of the types of experiences (loops/stacked loops, technical downhill, views, etc.)
that all users are looking for and designing, building and maintaining good quality trails for those experiences is
needed. This will need to incorporate sustainable and effective trail design. The implementation of proper
trailheads, with facilities, will help in keeping users on the right kinds of trails and educated about the types of
trails out there. It was also mentioned that the design of trails using elevation should take precedence over
using existing infrastructure. There are some great examples that can be learned from in the region (e.g.,
Granite Dells in Prescott).

Challenge: Issues of scale and other project overlap.
Some participants interviewed asked why the original Peaks Recreation Area is now “reduced to the MEDL
footprint.” It was noted that “chunking up the landscape” may restrict options because types and levels of use
are contiguous outside of the MEDL footprint and should be addressed.
In addition, the MEDL-Flagstaff Watershed Protection Project (FWPP) overlap was highlighted by several
interviewed as a potential challenge in terms of planning, implementation and general communication. Many
noted that closures due to FWPP will impact recreation and that the public has not been well informed. In
addition, there is a lot of miscommunication that the current closures are due to owls. Lastly, law enforcement is
limited which will become problematic as the weather warms.
Many wondered how FWPP would impact system and non-system trails. Understanding that there is no
obligation to rebuild non-system trails, what impact would this have? Many mountain bikers use the non-system
trails which ultimately double the capacity of trails in the MEDL area.
There is a disconnect between restoration and trail user preferences. It was noted that the FS doesn’t
proactively ask the questions of the largest user group – those who recreate. There is overall uncertainty and
concern about how long the forest will be closed.
Solutions: Scale and FWPP/MEDL overlap
A recommended solution for the scale concern was reconsidering a broader Peaks Recreation Plan.
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It was recommended that communication (clear and frequent) about MEDL and FWPP has to be a component
this process. First, it was recommended that there needs to be several internal meetings about FWPP and MEDL
before there is the development of a MEDL-specific working group. The urgency is important to give the process
and discussion structure. It was recognized that this meeting should be at the District Level at this time.
In terms of implementation, there may be an opportunity to obliterate/rehab areas that have unauthorized
trails.
Lastly, the Forest needs to be transparent about what the public agreed to within the bond: closures, what
requires closure, how long, where and when. This dialogue/communication will benefit the MEDL process. This
needs to include asking and communicating with the recreation community about what they think about forest
restoration and the interface with recreation.
Challenge: Communication with the FS – past scoping communication and moving forward
Some were frustrated that there have been perceived “promises” to the public, but implementation has been
lacking. In addition, some notes frustration regarding the lack of response to comments. They added that more
information on why specific suggestions are not being considered would be helpful.
There was nervousness surrounding how NEPA comments are handled. Concern that certain comments or
proposals will be “pushed through” because of organizational capacity (highly organized, advanced
communication, etc.), and that these organized groups are not the general representation of trail users.
There was inquiry related to whether the FS was willing to “dump” the old Proposed Action and start over.
There were a few concerned voices that suggested that the original PA was put together with a select few. Most
suggested that it would be beneficial if the FS was willing to reassess the project area given the time that has
past and changing conditions such as the FWPP. Some suggested starting with a map with designated and highly
used social trails (overlaid with resources of concern) would be a good start. Also starting the collaborative
discussion about where appropriate recreation belongs and doesn’t as a starting place.
Solutions: Communication with the FS – past scoping communication and moving forward
There was an expressed desire for the Forest Service to enhance their communication with user groups via
response to comments and emails in a more timely manner, better transparency in the planning process and
including specialists in conversations at the planning level. Regarding access to trails, it is important to many that
communication also be increased during the times of closures (e.g., fire risk and FWPP) to indicate reasoning,
timeframe, other places to recreate, etc.
Using collaborative examples (Greater Prescott Trails) that have worked in other areas, to ensure the right
people are at the table, thoughts are heard, and there is input throughout the process. It was mentioned that
having smaller meetings with user groups, in addition to larger public meetings, would assist in effective 2-way
communication.

Challenge: Addressing conservation and wildlife concerns
There are Mexican spotted owls protected activity centers (PACs) within the MEDL footprint and there is some
concern that many of the technical descent routes are within PACs and may disturb owls. Likewise, there are
some peregrine falcon nest/sites within the climbing areas.
Solutions: Addressing conservation and wildlife concerns
It was mentioned that keeping trails out of sensitive areas is very important and giving the downhill riders
something comparable in another area would help with that. The Fort Valley system and/or the Arizona
Snowbowl Resort area may be an alternative to protect natural resources and offer a downhill experience
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elsewhere. It was suggested to identify the most sensitive areas for wildlife/sensitive species and modify
recreation in those areas accordingly; this would help mitigate impacts by changing the amount and/or type of
use. Interpretive education, combining conservation, wildlife and trails could help people understand why trails
are where they are. Additionally, education on what the closures (especially for peregrines) are for and
transparency on the timeframe of those closures is helpful.

Experience with past collaborations and how to move forward
All interviewed participants had some level of experience with collaboration. Most recognized that
collaboration is a good idea but increasingly difficult given distrust among and between parties. In order to have
meaningful outcomes, individuals must let go of preconceived notions and listen carefully. In order to be
effective, the collaboration must allow for robust and transparent dialogue in a safe setting. Objections, even
those that “seem silly” deserve to be heard and not dismissed early. Thinking outside of the box is key and
should be encouraged. This collaboration should foster learning and trust building among its highest priorities.
It was recognized that this collaboration is all about relationships, not about the technical planning aspect.
Practical solutions are to identify areas where there is minimal user conflicts and less recreation density (e.g.
Campbell Mesa), learn from them and use this model to apply across a diverse landscape.
Challenges about this collaboration include having all user groups bought in on the ground level, taking all
proposals into consideration (i.e., not using a particular user group’s idea or proposal).
For more vocal/frustrated partners, it was recognized that having them at the collaborative table may be
disruptive. For these individuals, a shuttle diplomacy type of communication was recommended, whereby their
thoughts are conveyed to the group either by the facilitator or a representative of their user group.
Lastly, clarity of scope and language was recognized as importance. Making sure the public understands the
difference between FTI and the individual projects associated with it (MEDL).
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Appendix 3: List of participants in the Working Group process 2
WORKING GROUP
Matt Nelson
Mark Loseth
Mike Popejoy
Emma Benenati
Laurie Patrick
Joe Hazel
Bruce Belman

AFFILIATION/PERSPECTIVE/EXPERTISE
Arizona Trail Association
American Conservation Experience
Grand Canyon Trust
Sierra Club
R2R Women’s hiking club
Flagstaff Biking Organization
Friends of Northern Arizona Forest

TECHNICAL ADVISORY MEMBERS
Brian Grube
Martin Ince
Robert Wallace
Shaula Hedwall
Julia Camp
Kevin Lehto
Pat McGervey
Angela Schepper

AFFILIATION/PERSPECTIVE/EXPERTISE
Coconino County Parks and Recreation
City of Flagstaff
City of Flagstaff
US Fish and Wildlife Service
US Forest Service – Wildlife
US Forest Service – Recreation
US Forest Service – Recreation
US Forest Service - Archeology

FACILITATION
Andi Rogers
Carrie Eberly

AFFILIATION/PERSPECTIVE/EXPERTISE
Southwest Decision Resources
Southwest Decision Resources

1

Note that the Working Group list represents only those participants who attended a majority of WG meetings. It is
not all-inclusive, as some participants attended only a few of the meetings.
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